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Poe atziri fight guide

Do you want to go AD for free? Become a patron today! Intro Atziri is found in apex victims. To access the Apex of Sacrifice, the player must receive all 4 parts of the victim and place them in the ticketing device. These parts of the victim include Dawn, Dusk, Noon and Midnight. These 4 pieces must be placed in the map device in this particular order. Uber Atziri is located in The
Alluring Abyss. To access Uber Atzira in an alluring abyss, you need to get all 4 mortal pieces from Atziri and put them in your ticketing device. These pieces include Mortal Sorrow, Hope, Rage and Ignorance. These 4 pieces, such as parts of the victim, must be placed in your device on a map in a specific order. Boss Fight Atziri deals with a lot of fire, lightning and physical
damage. It has a total of 3 stages from which it shifts back and forth. Phase 1 Atziri has 3 different attacks during this first phase. He can use a spear attack, an explosion of flames and a Stormcall. Phase 2 Atziri invokes protective barriers that leave it inaudible. During this period, Atziri calls slowly moving towards her. When they get to her, they sacrifice themselves and give Atzira
an increased life. Phase 3 Atziri spawns 3 other copies of itself, each with different abilities. One of them is holding spear-firing missiles. One holds a fireball in his hand and throws a big Flame Blast. One holds lightning in his hand and throws Stormcalls. The last one is dangerous. This Atziri will hold a mirror in her hand. It will reflect all the damage done. The player only needs to
kill 1 of 4 Atziri's to go into the next stage. Uber Atziri Uber Atziri is the same as the normal one in every way except it is furious and attacking very quickly. Tips and tricks This is a compiled list of some precautions you should consider before facing this challenge. Fire damage mitigation: Fire cleanliness – Increases maximum fire resistance and approves Ruby Flask fire resistance
– Reduces fire damage taken by 20% during the zucchini effect. Arctic Armour – Grants 8-13% less physical damage on impact and 8%-12% less fire damage undertaken during hit of Dousing - Flask mode that removes burning and gives immunity to ignition during the zucchini effect. Determine – Grants 20% reduced damage taken from ALL types of damage. Alleviating physical
damage: The taste of hate sapphire squash – converts physical damage taken into cold damage and reduces cold damage taken by 20% during the zucchini effect. Basalt Zucchini – Gives a 15% reduction in body damage during the zucchini effect. Granite Flask – Grants +3000 Armor during the Flask effect. Arctic armor – Gives 8-13% less physical damage when hit and 8%-12%
less fire damage taken on impact. Determination – Gives 32%-51% more armor. Endurance fees – gives a 4% reduction in physical impairment per endurance fee. Determine – Grants 20% reduced damage taken from ALL types of damage. Lightning damage mitigation: Lightning cleanliness – Gives an additional 4% maximum resistance to Topaz Zucchini – Reduces lightning
damage by 20% during the zucchini effect. of Grounding – Flask mode that removes shocks and gives shock immunity during the zucchini effect. Fortify -Grants 20% reduced damage taken from ALL types of damage. Soul of Solaris – Grants 6% Physical Damage Reduction if there is one nearby enemy, 20% chance to take 50% less area damage from hits and 6% reduction
physical damage taken if there is only 1 nearby enemy Miscellaneous: Quicksilver Flask – Increases the speed of movement during flask effects. Help avoiding attacks. Skill of movement - allows the player to quickly avoid attacks. Squeeze Zucchini – Creates a cloud of smoke, inflicting blindly during the zucchini effect. This makes it easier to avoid harm as monsters cannot
directly target a player if they are blindsided. Mamak Totem - Mocks enemies by causing them to target totem instead of players. The modifiers here are all the modifiers that affect this boss. You can't freeze, stunned, or knocked back a curse reflecting 2% of all damage 60% reduced curse efficiency 30% fire, cold, and lightning resistance 15% resistance to resistance chaos
abilities these are all attacks that this boss uses. With the use of these gifs, you can see the animation of each attack to get better acquainted with the head of mechanics. The rewards here are all possible items that may fall out of this boss fight. Atziri has a 100% chance of dropping one of the following items: And the chance of dropping: Mortal Grief Mortal Hope Mortal Rage
Mortal Ignorance Sacrificial Garb Uber Atziri has a 100% chance of dropping one of the following items: See error or want to add something? Leave a comment! Help us make this the best possible guide for new players. Missing information? Get back to us! – Enjoy the content? Say a good-bye! Atziri, Queen Vaala is one of the bosses at the end of the game in path of exile. This
boss has a complex set of moves and he's not easily defeated. Atziri, Queen Vaala is one of the heads of the endgame at Path of Exile. He appears in The Apex of Sacrifice and The Alluring Abyss. It can also be encountered at the Temple of Atzoatl on the Throne of Attiria. She's one of the toughest bosses in the game, has 3 stages to deal with. The combat mechanics of Attiria,
Queen Vaal in the battle of The Apex of Sacrifice and The Alluring Abyss fight is the Way of Exile are the same. However, it is much more difficult to cope with in the latter fight. In Peak Victim you will face her on level 70, she will invite enemies to help her in the later stages that may be boring to deal with, but are not a real threat. In tempting abyss you will face your boss at level
80 and her minion would be much stronger than the previous encounter. He will have double damage and a life lane, making the fight a real pain in the ass. I will discuss the Peak of Sacrifice here, but the general strategy for both fights is the same, with the exception that, in tempting abyss you must proceed with extra caution. Generally Some of the advantages of POE Atziri,
Queen Vaal are that she does not become enraged and is immune to elementary damage. In addition, she also can not be stunned or knocked back. It also reflects the curses back on you; So don't use curses or take the Warding suffix zucchini with you to remove all curses from you and grant you temporary damnation immunity. The first stage During the first phase it will take
advantage: Spear Throw – Deals X% of Damage150% increased projectile SpeedApplies Bleeding on Hit20% reduced the duration of Bleed This is an arc of multiple spears thrown at the player. The damage in Peak Victim is not so great, but avoidance is still a better option. Bypassing the thesis is a better option to avoid them. Flameblast – Offers 1893 to 2839 Fire Damage110%
more Spell Damage for each stage During Flameblast, a growing circle appears on the ground. Keep an eye on it and avoid it by running outside the circle. She has significant damage. You can use ruby squash to reduce the effects of moves. Strengthened flameblast offerings 1893 to 2839 Fire damage110% more Spell of damage for each stage Damage penetrates 10% Fire
resistance It is similar to ordinary Flameblast, which deals with the same fire and spell of damage. However, during this attack there will be 2 rounds which means that if you are inside both circles, you will eat twice the damage; So it's going to insta-kill most players. Also, keep in mind that for one player there will be 2 rounds; however, the number of laps will increase as more
players are in the arena. So, for 2 players there will be 3 flameblasts and for 3 players there will be 4 flameblasts. The AOE area will also be larger compared to the previous iteration. Use the same technique to avoid there, by running outside the circles. Storm Call Deals 7319 to 21958 Lightning DamageBase duration is 3 seconds This attack evokes a chain of randomly placed
storm calls dealing with lightning damage. Each storm call is marked with a circle and explodes after 3 seconds of deployment. Since the delay after the attack is quite enough, you can avoid them with a lot of ease, running around. The strengthened Storm Call Deals 10813 to 32438 Lightning DamageBase duration is 2.5 seconds Similar to a regular storm call, however, the delay
decreases to 2.5 seconds instead of 3, and the damage is also more devastating; This attack will instantly kill most players, however topaz squash can keep you alive. These storms are represented by much brighter yellow circles and can flood the arena very quickly. To avoid them, run around again avoiding circles. The second stage At the beginning of the second stage atziri,
Queen Vaala in POE, she protects herself, preventing her from trying. During this phase, he invokes his subjects who will not attack you, but instead approach Aztiri. You have to kill because subjects can cure Aztiri if they get to her, well, stop it. Happening. The best way to deal with it, is to stand as close to Aztira as possible and use the area of effect to minions all around it. This
phase is also a good time to fill zucchini, regenerating life and energy shield because there is no one to get you during this stage. After her subjects stop spawning, she will return to her first phase. The third stage During the third stage Aztiri will be divided into 4 copies of themselves. This stage occurs 3 times during battle; first, when her health drops to 75%, and then when her
health drops to 50% and eventually, when her health drops to 25%. During this stage, you will need to defeat any of the four specimens, it will return it to phase 1. During phase 3 there are 4 types of Aztiri specimens that can be called. One holds a spear in his hand that fires a single missile at the player; bleeding damage over time. One has fire on his arm and throws one
Flameblast atop the players of the current location. One has lightning on his arm and throws a chain of randomly placed Storm Call.One has a mirror and reflects 100% physical and elementary damage. Attacking this specimen with direct damage is consequently deadly and only an option for characters dealing with indirect or pure damage to chaos. All of these copies appear in a
random pattern; therefore, you will need to determine which is which by observing their attacks. Expected Reward Awards from The Peak of Sacrifice; Atziri's StepDoryani stepdoryani invitationMortal GriefMortal HopeMortal RageMortal IgnoranceSacrificial Garbs from The Alluring Abyss Atziri's AcuityAtziri's DisfavourThe Vertex – Atziri's Glow
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